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Friday 31st July 2020

Pub quiz
1. Are plants or weaponry a more popular feature on national 

flags? 

2.  Which country’s Antarctic territory is largest, at over five 
million square kilometres? 

3.  What is the world’s second-largest continent by population? 

4.  New South Wales is building its first new ocean pool at 
which Mid North Coast beach? 

5.  The Bechuanaland Protectorate became the Republic of 
what on 30 September 1966? 

6.  Canadian singer Celine Dion represented which country at 
the Eurovision Song Contest in 1988? 

7.  Which major airline operates Scoot and SilkAir as 
subsidiaries? 

8.  KLM Royal Dutch Airlines is the oldest carrier in existence, 
and Qantas Airways is the third-oldest. Which is the second? 

9. Which airline introduced the Boeing 747 to the skies on 
January 22 1970? 

10. Which country’s national anthem is March of the 
Volunteers? 

11. What city is this collection of pictures spelling out?

Unscramble
HOW many words can you make out of these nine letters? Every word 

needs to include the centre letter, have four letters or more and not be 
a proper noun or a plural. You can only use each letter once. 
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Good – 29 words
Very good – 43 words
Excellent – 57 words

NOTE: We’ve used Chambers 
Dictionary to decide what 
words are acceptable.

Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 03 Jun 2014:

GUIDE dogs are usually extremely well behaved, but that 
wasn’t the case for one of the service animals on a US Airways 
flight this week which was forced to make an emergency landing 
after the dog “relieved itself in the aisle”.

The flight from Los Angeles to Philadelphia made an 
unscheduled stop in Kansas City, where a crack crew addressed 
the issue with a rapid clean-up - but the disruption meant it 
took 14 hours to complete the trip.

The passenger and his pooping guide dog were rebooked onto 
another flight, with a US Airways spokesman describing it as a 
“rare and unfortunate situation.”

AVIATION authorities in the US have received a formal request 
from the movie industry, asking for an exemption to fly “drones” 
to make films and TV shows.

Currently the Federal Aviation Administration is considering 
a new rule governing the use of drones, but the reporting 
deadline of Sep 2015 isn’t soon enough for the film makers.

Seven companies have banded together in the application, 
saying they would only use drones on closed sets with 
additional safety precautions so there’s no chance of interfering 
with commercial flights.

ANSWERS 30 JUL

Pub quiz: 1 France, 2 Delta, 3 Oklahoma, 4 Denmark, 5 Adelaide 
Parklands Terminal, 6 Dutch, 7 Canberra, 8 Africa, 9 Botany Bay, 10 
A whale’s tail

Whose animal is this: Giraffe - Tanzania

Where in the world: Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah, USA

Whose flag is this?

THIS is definitely one of the 
cooler country flags that we’ve 
seen.

The trident in the centre was 
used as part of the country’s seal 

when it was under colonial rule, 
and the flag designer decided to 
keep it as part of the new flag as 
it was so distinctive.

Do you know whose flag it is?

+ +

Need a distraction 
amid the doom  
and gloom?
Check out our daily puzzle page.
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